
"Avoiding jam at "Avoiding jam at 
Newmarket RacesNewmarket Races””




Initial situationInitial situation
‘‘JamJam’’ = just another meeting= just another meeting

You know the agenda.You know the agenda.
Follows a predictable patternFollows a predictable pattern
Dehydrated atmosphereDehydrated atmosphere
Closed mental modeClosed mental mode
Disregard for new opportunitiesDisregard for new opportunities
New thinking New thinking –– not likelynot likely



Purpose of the TechniquePurpose of the Technique

This is designed to avoid jams and is designed to avoid jams and unstickunstick
stuckstuck--nessness by:by:
Changing the initial climateChanging the initial climate
Relaxing participantsRelaxing participants
Encouraging divergent thinkingEncouraging divergent thinking
Generating better ideasGenerating better ideas
Helping participants imagine a state Helping participants imagine a state 
currently not existing they can aspire tocurrently not existing they can aspire to
Valuing playValuing play



Why use metaphorsWhy use metaphors
The futureThe future is out of reach because my 
imagination is…

How we are oriented towards a How we are oriented towards a ‘‘problemproblem’’
greatly influences how greatly influences how ––or ifor if-- we canwe can
resolve them resolve them 

Using metaphors can freeUsing metaphors can free up thinking trappedup thinking trapped
in the tramlines of habit by using the power ofin the tramlines of habit by using the power of
imagination andimagination and emotionemotion



Metaphor: pulling Metaphor: pulling 
the imaginationthe imagination

At a recent conference held at At a recent conference held at 
Newmarket Racecourse Conference Newmarket Racecourse Conference 
centre, the room I was allocated to centre, the room I was allocated to 
facilitate a smaller group workshop was facilitate a smaller group workshop was 
called the called the ‘‘Cool More Stud RoomCool More Stud Room’’. . 

How could such an invitation to the How could such an invitation to the 
imagination be passed over?imagination be passed over?



Going Racing:Going Racing:
using metaphor based on local surroundingsusing metaphor based on local surroundings

Invent a horseInvent a horse
Invent a meeting and prizeInvent a meeting and prize
Invent a race horse ownerInvent a race horse owner
Who won the race?Who won the race?
Was the winner known in Was the winner known in 
advance?advance?
Are races equal? Are races equal? 
Is there a patsy?Is there a patsy?
Are races fixed?Are races fixed?
How would we know if they How would we know if they 
were?were?
Why are they not fixed?

What would a public sector race What would a public sector race 
meeting look like?meeting look like?
Can we invent races where there Can we invent races where there 
are no are no ‘‘losesloses’’??
How do the public hear about How do the public hear about 
races?races?
How do the public hear about How do the public hear about 
horses?horses?
Are jockeys managers? Are jockeys managers? 
How important is the race course?How important is the race course?
WhatWhat’’s an alternative to racing?s an alternative to racing?

Why are they not fixed?

How can you win?How can you win?



Applying metaphorsApplying metaphors
to your own situationto your own situation

Have a lazy look around the room: what catches your interest?Have a lazy look around the room: what catches your interest?

1.1. Are people dressed for Winter? Are people dressed for Winter? 
2.2. Is the room like a box?Is the room like a box?
3.3. Is the coffee instant?Is the coffee instant?
4.4. Is the agenda full (again)? Is the agenda full (again)? 

Associate your issue with one of the ideas above to make a metapAssociate your issue with one of the ideas above to make a metaphorhor

Now build some questions to apply the metaphor: Now build some questions to apply the metaphor: egeg
1.1. How can we make How can we make ‘‘itit’’ (your issue) warmer?(your issue) warmer?
2.2. If we are in a box, how can we get outside it?If we are in a box, how can we get outside it?
3.3. What does real coffee taste like?What does real coffee taste like?
4.4. How can we empty the agenda or recycle it How can we empty the agenda or recycle it sustainablysustainably? ? 



Practice in applying metaphorsPractice in applying metaphors
to your own situationto your own situation

Try it.  Develop 5 more questions for each metaphor.Try it.  Develop 5 more questions for each metaphor.
HereHere’’s some help with early questions:s some help with early questions:

1.1. How can we dress for more varied weather?How can we dress for more varied weather?
2.2. Why should we leave only through the door?Why should we leave only through the door?
3.3. Is instant coffee really Is instant coffee really ‘‘cheapercheaper’’ in the long run?in the long run?
4.4. Who decides when an agenda is empty?Who decides when an agenda is empty?

As you stay in question building process, new ideas As you stay in question building process, new ideas 
will emerge along with some new will emerge along with some new ‘‘actionableactionable
understandingunderstanding’’ for participants.  for participants.  



If you want to find out more on how to use   If you want to find out more on how to use   
approaches like this, and push different ideas approaches like this, and push different ideas 

into impact for higher performance, contact us:into impact for higher performance, contact us:

LearnDontLearn
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